Sixteenth Session, Commencing at 4.30 pm

NEW ZEALAND BANKNOTES

4345*
Bank of New South Wales, fourth issue, one pound,
Wellington, 1st Novr. 1921, C 767973, imprint of Charles
Skipper and East, London (P.S154m; Robb C.42; L.427).
Creases and folds, still much crispness to paper, good fine
and scarce.
$2,000

4343*
The Bank of Australasia, third issue, uniface, one pound,
Wellington, 1st Jany. 1916, imprint of Perkins, Bacon & Co.
Ld., London, Q 4,007 (P.S117m; Robb B.321; L.406). Good
body to paper, creases and folds and some staining (water),
otherwise very fine and scarce.
$2,000

Ex Warren Palmer Collection.
Ex Warren Palmer Collection.

4346
Bank of New South Wales, uniform issue one pound,
Wellington, 1st May 1931, F301548, imprint of Charles
Skipper & East London (P.S162; Robb C.821; L.434). Folds,
creases, rust marks, crack, four pin holes, very good.
$150

4344*
The Bank of Australasia, third issue, five pounds, Wellington
5th Feburary 1921, A 68,429, imprint of Perkins Bacon &
Co. Ld., London (P.S118m; Robb B.341; L.407). Two minor
edge tears, many creases and folds, penned initials on back,
otherwise fine - good fine and rare.
$4,000

4347*
Bank of New Zealand, five pounds sterling, Auckland, (18printed), discordant numbers No.A063901 - No.A073900,
printed both sides, officially perforated 'SPECIMEN
B.W.& Co LONDON' (in three lines), imprint of Bradbury
Wilkinson & Co.Ld. Engravers & c. London (P.S192), 'May
10.92' handwritten in pencil top left side. Uncirculated.
$1,500

Ex Warren Palmer Collection, previously from Noble Numismatics Sale
76 (lot 2574).
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4348*
Bank of New Zealand, specimen one pound, Auckland,
(18- printed), discordant numbers No.100001 - No.150000,
printed both sides, officially perforated 'SPECIMEN
B.W.& Co LONDON' (in three lines), imprint of Bradbury
Wilkinson & Co Engravers & c. London (P.S202), 'Dec.
12.89' handwritten in pencil top left margin. Uncirculated.
$2,000

4351*
Bank of New Zealand, seventh issue, one pound, Wellington,
1st April 1918, No. B428400, imprint of Bradbury Wilkinson
& c., Engravers, London (P.S225; Robb D.721; L.459). With
very light folds and creases, otherwise nearly extremely fine
and rare in this condition.
$1,800
Ex Warren Palmer Collection, previously from Noble Numismatics Sale 69
(lot 3036) the Gary Lavin Collection.

4349*
Bank of New Zealand, specimen one pound, Auckland,
undated (18- printed), discordant serial numbers No.750000
- No.700001, printed both sides, perforated SPECIMEN/
B.W.& Co/LONDON, imprint of Bradbury Wilkinson & Co.
Engravers & c. London (P.S202s). Virtually uncirculated.
$2,000
4352*
Bank of New Zealand, seventh issue, one pound, Wellington,
1st April 1923, No. E714255, all text and figures omitted
from back, imprint of Bradbury Wilkinson & c., Engravers,
London (P.S226; Robb D.721; L.460). Creases and folds,
good body, good fine - nearly very fine.
$1,400
Ex Warren Palmer Collection.

4350*
Bank of New Zealand, specimen one pound, Auckland,
undated (18- printed), discordant serial numbers No.800000
- No.750001, printed both sides, perforated SPECIMEN/
B.W.& Co/LONDON, imprint of Bradbury Wilkinson & Co.
Engravers & c. London, 'Aug 16-92' handwritten in pencil
at top left in selvedge (P.S202s). Nearly uncirculated.
$2,000
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4353*
Bank of New Zealand, seventh issue, five pounds, Wellington,
1st October 1917, No. 187090, imprint of Bradbury
Wilkinson & Co. Ld. London, printed date, words on
reverse, straight edge at left (P.S227b; Robb D.741; L.461).
Many creases and folds, two pin holes at top left, paper still
with body, fine and rare.
$4,000

4355*
Bank of New Zealand, seventh issue, ten pounds, Wellington,
1st October 1917, No. 053368, imprint of Bradbury
Wilkinson & Co. Ld. London, printed date, with words and
figures on back, booklet issue (P.S229; Robb D.751; L.463).
Many creases and folds, several pin holes, a full note, fine
and very rare.
$5,000
Ex Warren Palmer Collection.

Ex Warren Palmer Collection.

4356*
Bank of New Zealand, uniform issue, ten shillings,
Wellington, 1st October 1925, No. A 464,575, £1/2 in
corners, imprint of Bradbury Wilkinson & Co Ld, New
Malden, Surrey (P.S231; Robb D.811; L.465). Two pin holes
at top left, otherwise very fine and scarce.
$1,500
Ex Warren Palmer Collection.

4354*
Bank of New Zealand, seventh issue, five pounds, Wellington,
1st April 1924, No. 990454, imprint of Bradbury Wilkinson
& Co. Ld. London, printed date, all text and figures omitted
from back (P.S228; Robb D.741; L.462). Red pencil marks
and black ink marks on back, otherwise good fine and
rare.
$4,000
Ex Warren Palmer Collection, previously from Noble Numismatics Sale
85 (lot 3841).

4357*
Bank of New Zealand, uniform issue, ten shillings,
Wellington, 1st October 1924, No. 457,900, £1/2 in corners,
imprint of Bradbury Wilkinson & Co Ld, New Malden,
Surrey (P.S231; Robb D.811; L.465). Tone spots and staining,
otherwise crisp, good fine and scarce.
$700
Ex S.N.Agnew Collection.
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4358*
Bank of New Zealand, uniform issue, ten shillings,
Wellington, 1st October 1931, No. C721,034 (P.S232: Robb
D.811; L.465). Several creases, minor ink mark on back,
otherwise extremely fine and rare in this condition.
$5,000

4361*
Bank of New Zealand, uniform issue, one pound, straight
bank name, 1st October 1932, No. I 281,768, imprint
of Bradbury Wilkinson & Co Ld, New Malden, Surrey
(P.S234b; Robb D.821; L.468). Creases and folds, good body
to paper, good fine or better.
$800
Ex Warren Palmer Collection.

4359*
Bank of New Zealand, uniform issue, ten shillings,
Wellington, 1st October 1928, No. B565,321, £1/2 omitted
from corners, imprint of Bradbury Wilkinson & Co Ld, New
Malden, Surrey (P.S232a; Robb D.811; L.466). Crisp original
body, good very fine.
$750

4362*
Bank of New Zealand, uniform issue, uniface colour trial for
five pounds, arched bank name, undated (c1924), no number
or imprint, SPECIMEN perforated twice - at Manager
signature reserve and No. reserve (cfP.S235; cfRobb D.841;
cfL.469). Uncirculated.
$3,000

4360*
Bank of New Zealand, uniform issue, one pound, arched
bank name, 1st October 1925, No. C081,983, imprint of
Bradbury Wilkinson & Co Ld, New Malden, Surrey (P.S233;
Robb D.821; L.467). Crisp paper, some creases and folds
with light toning, otherwise good fine or better.
$800

4363*
Bank of New Zealand, uniform issue, five pounds, arched
bank name, 1st October 1925, No. 340,904, imprint of
Bradbury Wilkinson & Co Ld, New Malden, Surrey (P.S235;
Robb D.841; L.469). Creases and folds, still crisp, good
fine.
$2,000
Ex Warren Palmer Collection.

Ex Warren Palmer Collection, previously from Noble Numismatics Sale
66 (lot 2949).
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One of Only Two Known in Private Hands

4364*
The National Bank of New Zealand Limited, fourth issue,
one pound, Wellington, 1st Jany. 1917, A310480, imprint
Perkins, Bacon & Co. Ld. London, (P.S307; Robb J32;
L.506). Minor spot of discolouration on top edge, otherwise
extremely fine and rare in this condition.
$2,000

4367*
The National Bank of New Zealand Limited, uniform issue,
ten pounds, Wellington, 1st June 1926, M 36287, imprint
of Perkins Bacon & Co. Ld, London (P.S319; Robb J.85;
L.514). Many pin holes and small rust spots holed through,
Bank stamp on back, a full note still with some body to paper,
fine and excessively rare, one of only two notes recorded in
private hands.
$5,000

Ex Warren Palmer Collection, previously from Noble Numismatics Sale 69
(lot 3053) (Gary Lavin Collection) and Sale 63 (lot 2725).

The only other privately held example was sold by us in Sale 54 (lot 3075),
The Ross Meads Collection.
Ex Warren Palmer Collection.

4365*
The National Bank of New Zealand Limited, uniform issue,
uniface, ten shillings, Wellington, 1st June 1926, 989841,
imprint of Perkins Bacon & Co. Ld. London (P.S316; Robb
J.81; L.511). Crisp, good very fine and rare, especially in
this condition.
$1,500
Ex Warren Palmer Collection.

4368*
The Union Bank of Australia Limited, fourth issue, ten
shillings, Wellington, 1st March, 1920, 1/N 219498, imprint
of Waterlow & Sons Limited, London (P.S361; Robb M.41;
L.531). Creases and folds, original body to paper, a little
dirty, good fine and very rare.
$4,000
Ex Warren Palmer Collection.

4366*
The National Bank of New Zealand Limited, uniform issue,
five pounds, Wellington, 1st Jany. 1924, B 002723, imprint
of Perkins Bacon & Co. Ld, London (P.S318; Robb J.84;
L.513). Flattened, very fine and rare.
$2,500
Ex Warren Palmer Collection.
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4371*
The Union Bank of Australia Limited, uniform issue, one
pound, Wellington, 1st October 1923, 5/N 27340, imprint
of Waterlow & Sons Ld, London (P.S372a; Robb M.82;
L.543). Crisp original body, a little dirty, otherwise good
fine and rare.
$1,000

4369*
The Union Bank of Australia Limited, fourth issue, five
pounds, Wellington, 1st March 1905, 3/N 68069, imprint
of Waterlow & Sons Ld. London Wall, London (P.S363a;
Robb M.44; L.535). Rust patches, margin tears and moth
holes at bottom, otherwise a complete note, very good and
very rare.
$1,000

Ex Wayne Palmer Collection.

4372
Postal Note, for five shillings, poundage three pence, F
396712, postmarked 'Masterton N.Z. / 29 JAN 1947 / M.O.
& S.B.', unnamed. Folds and creases, small piece missing at
top left edge, pin holes at left top, foxing, nearly fine.
$50

Ex Warren Palmer Collection.

4373*
Reserve Bank of New Zealand, L.Lefeaux, 1st August 1934,
ten shillings, Y 803026 (P.154). Two vertical folds, nearly
extremely fine and rare thus.
$800

4370*
The Union Bank of Australia Limited, uniform issue, ten
shillings, with 'Sterling', Wellington, 1st October 1923,
2/N 494376, imprint of Waterlow & Sons Limited, London
(P.S371a; Robb M.81; L.542). Heavy creases, piece off top
left corner, a few pin holes, back a little dirty, otherwise fine
and rare.
$800

Ex Warren Palmer Collection.

Ex Warren Palmer Collection.
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First One Pound Note Serial Number One
Presented to former Prime Minister Rt.Hon. J.G.Coates (Minister of Finance).
Sold on behalf of a direct descendant.

4374*
Reserve Bank of New Zealand, L.Lefeaux, one pound, 1st August 1934, A 000001 (P.155). Attached by the edges to a
cardboard frame with an inscription 'To the Rt. Hon. J.G.Coates/With the compliments of/The Board of Directors of the/
Reserve Bank of New Zealand/August 1st 1934'. Minor foxing and some fading having been in a frame on the wall of the
family home, otherwise extremely fine and a unique number one note.
$25,000
Presented to Joseph Gordon Coates, (Minister of Finance from January 1933 to November 1935) and Chairman of the Designs Committee. A previous Prime
Minister (1925-28), he was instrumental in passing the Reserve Bank of New Zealand Act in 1933 which established the Central Bank.
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Lefeaux Fifty Pounds Rarity

4375*
Reserve Bank of New Zealand, L.Lefeaux, 1st August 1934,
one pound, 7C 388487 (P.155). Light creases and folds,
otherwise extremely fine.
$600
Ex Warren Palmer Collection, previously from Noble Numismatics Sale
64 (lot 3688).

4376
Reserve Bank of New Zealand, one pound, L.Lefeaux, 1st
August 1934, 5B 678157, 10B 498557 (P.155). The last with
small top edge split, otherwise very good - fine. (2)
$140
4379*
Reserve Bank of New Zealand, L.Lefeaux, 1st August 1934,
fifty pounds, T 034942 (P.157). Two pin holes top right,
otherwise very fine and very rare.
$12,000
Ex Warren Palmer Collection, previously from Noble Numismatics Sale
72 (lot 3097).

4380
Reserve Bank of New Zealand, ten shillings, T.P.Hanna
(1940-56) 3/54 567695 (P.158a); one pound, L.Lefeaux, 1st
August 1934, 6A 396692, T.P.Hanna (1940-55) J/53 987869,
R.N.Fleming (1956-67) 099 648277 and 102 692028 (P.155,
159a, 159b [2]) (4). Very good - very fine. (5)
$90

4377*
Reserve Bank of New Zealand, L.Lefeaux, 1st August 1934,
five pounds, 3K 669701 (P.156). Two minor tone spots,
otherwise good extremely fine.
$800

4381
Reserve Bank of New Zealand, T.P.Hanna (1940-55), one
pound G/8 (P.159a); R.N.Fleming (1956-67), one pound,
with security thread, 190, 225, 230, 257, 281 (P.159d). Fine
- extremely fine. (6)
$150

Ex Warren Palmer Collection.

4382
Reserve Bank of New Zealand, T.P.Hanna (1940-1955), five
pounds, 9/R (2), 0/S, 2/V, 5/V (P.160a). Fine - very fine, the
fourth with staple hole. (5)
$200
4383
Reserve Bank of New Zealand, T.P.Hanna, (1940-55), ten
pounds, 3/F 148046 (P.161a). Very fine.
$200

4378*
Reserve Bank of New Zealand, L.Lefeaux, 1st August 1934,
five pounds, 3K 347062 (P.156). Nearly very fine.
$350

Ex Warren Palmer Collection.
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4391
Reserve Bank of New Zealand, R.N.Fleming (1956-67), one
pound, with security thread, 273, 276, 283 (2), 285 (P.159d).
Fine - very fine. (5)
$100

4384
Reserve Bank of New Zealand, G.Wilson (1955-56), one
pound, J/4 186385/9, a run of five consecutive notes.
Extremely fine. (5)
$500
4385
Reserve Bank of New Zealand, G.Wilson (1955-56), five
pounds, 1/W, 7/W, A2, A3 (P.160b). Fine - very fine. (4)
$200

4392
Reserve Bank of New Zealand, R.N.Fleming (1956-67), five
pounds, E2, E5, E6 (P.160c), H3, K5 P.160d). Fine - very
fine. (5)
$180
4393
Reserve Bank of New Zealand, R.N.Fleming (1956-67),
five pounds, J4, J5, J6, S6, Y2 (P.160d). Good fine - very
fine. (5)
$160
4394
Reserve Bank of New Zealand, R.N.Fleming (1956-67),
five pounds, J7, S7, S9, Y7, Y9 (P.160d). Good fine - good
very fine. (5)
$160

4386*
Reserve Bank of New Zealand, G.Wilson (1955-56), ten
pounds, 4/F 338522, first prefix (P.161b). Minor tone spot
at right, nearly very fine.
$300
Ex Warren Palmer Collection.

4395*
Reserve Bank of New Zealand, R.N.Fleming (1956-67), ten
pounds, without security thread, 8F 407716 (P.161c). Small
split in top right margin, flattened of folds, crisp, nearly
extremely fine.
$250

4387*
Reserve Bank of New Zealand, G.Wilson (1955-56), fifty
pounds, IU 058058, repeating trio of digits (P.162b). Light
creases and folds, possible glue remnants at right margin on
back, good very fine and rare.
$2,200

4396
Reserve Bank of New Zealand, R.N.Fleming (1956-67), ten
pounds, without security thread, 9F 029001/3 consecutive
trio, last prefix of type (P.161c). Nearly extremely fine. (3)
$700

Ex Warren Palmer Collection.

4388
Reserve Bank of New Zealand, R.N.Fleming (1956-67), ten
shillings, 4L, 9J, 9K (2), 9L (P.158d). Fine - good fine. (5)
$70
4389
Reserve Bank of New Zealand, R.N.Fleming (1956-67),
ten shillings, 6E, 7C, 8C, 9B (P.158d). Extremely fine uncirculated. (4)
$220
4390
Reserve Bank of New Zealand, ten shillings, R.N.Fleming
(1956-67) 5L 476572, 8J 162380, 8Y 319810 (P.158d) (3);
one pound, R.N.Fleming (1956-67) 267 279050 (P.159d);
five pounds, T.P.Hanna (1940-55) 2/R 670264 (P.160a); ten
pounds, R.N.Fleming (1956-67) AK 658761 (P.161d). The
second last with small spot of foxing at right edge, otherwise
very fine - extremely fine. (6)
$230

4397*
Reserve Bank of New Zealand, R.N.Fleming (1956-1967),
ten pounds, with security thread, AH 222788 (P.161d).
Good very fine.
$150
Ex Warren Palmer Collection.
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Specimen Set Presented to
T.P.Hanna, Chief Cashier of the Reserve Bank

lot 4398 part
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4399
Reserve Bank of New Zealand, R.N.Fleming (1967-68),
one dollar, 0A 412579/82 and 0A 412587/92, runs of four
and six consective notes of the first prefix (P.163a). Nearly
uncirculated. (10)
$350
4400
Reserve Bank of New Zealand, R.N.Fleming (1967-68), one
dollar 3C 697093; two dollars, 0A4 377156; five dollars,
001 000873 (first prefix); ten dollars, A0 000655 (first
prefix) and twenty dollars AB 356630 (P.163a-167a). Nearly
uncirculated - uncirculated. (5)
$200
Ex Warren Palmer Collection.

4401
Reserve Bank of New Zealand, R.N.Fleming (1967-68),
two dollars, 0A0 321675/89, consecutive run of fifteen first
prefix notes (P.164a). Light centre folds, nearly uncirculated.
(15)
$500
4402
Reserve Bank of New Zealand, R.N.Fleming (1967-68), five
dollars, 001 284715/6, first prefix consecutive pair (P.165a);
ten dollars, B5 023461 (P.166a); twenty dollars, AA 000459
and AA 003019, both first prefix (P.167a). Extremely fine
- nearly uncirculated, the first with slight tea stain in top
margin. (5)
$200
4403
Reserve Bank of New Zealand, R.N.Fleming (1967-68),
ten dollars, A0 801904 and A0 806306, both first prefix
(P.166a). Very light centre bend, virtually uncirculated. (2)
$100
4398*
Reserve Bank of New Zealand, presentation book of
specimen decimal banknotes, signature of R.N.Fleming
(1967), published 10th July 1967, presented to T.P.Hanna
Esq, signed by G.Wilson (Governor), specimen notes (two
of each), featuring the fronts and backs of one dollar (0A),
two dollars (0A0), five dollars (001), ten dollars (A0),
twenty dollars (AA) and one hundred dollars (G), tipped
into album, all with 000000 serial numbers, central hole
cancellation through signature and overprinted SPECIMEN
in red diagonally on fronts and backs (P.163a-168a).
Uncirculated and very rare, especially to a former Chief
Cashier. (12 notes)
$15,000

4404
Reserve Bank of New Zealand, R.N.Fleming (1967-68)
twenty dollars, AA008767, AA023224 (P.167a) first prefix
notes. Fine - good fine. (2)
$100

Thomas Paterson Hanna was born and educated in Palmerston North and
commenced his career with the Bank of Australasia, where he worked both
in New Zealand and Australia.
In 1934, he joined the Reserve Bank of New Zealand, and was responsible
for setting up the Chief Cashier's Department. The main functions of the
Chief Cashier's Department were the provision of banking services for the
Government, acting as banker to the trading banks and management of the
currency operations of the Bank. On the introduction of exchange control in
1938, he directed its integration into the Chief Cashier's Department.

4405*
Reserve Bank of New Zealand, R.N.Fleming (1967-68), one
hundred dollars, G 022317 (P.168a). Extremely fine.
$300
Ex Warren Palmer Collection.

Mr Hanna's signature appeared on the first permanent issue of Reserve
Bank notes in 1940, which replaced the temporary issue of 1934 bearing
the signature of L.Lefeaux.

4406
Reserve Bank of New Zealand, D.L.Wilks (1968-75), one
dollar, 3J 000164, 466, both first prefix and 4A 419540
(P.163b). Uncirculated. (3)
$70

Mr Hanna held the position of Chief Cashier for 19 years. On his retirement
in 1953, he was appointed to the Board of Directors, a position he held for
five years. He died on 12 March 1978.
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4407
Reserve Bank of New Zealand, D.L.Wilks (1968-75), one
dollar, 3J 000938 (first prefix); two dollars, 0E0 000361 (first
prefix); five dollars, 079 391424 (last prefix); ten dollars, 10Y
227366; twenty dollars, BH 911621 (P.163b-167b). Nearly
uncirculated - uncirculated, the five dollars rare. (5)
$500
Ex Warren Palmer Collection.

4408
Reserve Bank of New Zealand, D.L.Wilks (1968-75), ten
dollars star replacement note, 99A 277263* (P.166b);
R.L.Knight (1975-77), ten dollars star replacement note,
99B 302764* (P.166c); H.R.Hardie (1977-81), type I, ten
dollars star replacement note, 99C 782508* (P.166d). Good
very fine; extremely fine; nearly extremely fine. (3)
$200

4414*
Reserve Bank of New Zealand, R.L.Knight (1975-77), one
hundred dollars, G 478365 (P.168b). Uncirculated.
$700
Ex Warren Palmer Collection.

4415
Reserve Bank of New Zealand, H.R.Hardie (1977-81), type
I, one dollar, S20 961962/98, thirty seven consecutive notes
(P.163d). Uncirculated. (37)
$250

4409
Reserve Bank of New Zealand, R.L.Knight (1975-77), one
dollar, C10 00054/6 consecutive trio of first prefix, B27
374929/30 consecutive pair (P.163c). Uncirculated. (5)
$70

4416
Reserve Bank of New Zealand, one dollar, H.R.Hardie
(1977-81) type 1, Y20 197612/3 consecutive pair (P.163d)
(2); two dollars, H.R.Hardie (1977-81) type 1, 3J2 408476,
478/9 consecutive pair (P.164d) (3), S.T.Russell (1985-89)
EMD 245112 (P.170b); five dollars, S.T.Russell (1985-89)
JGM 991142/3 consecutive pair (P.171a) (2), D.T.Brash
(1993-99) type III, CJ 99 985133 (P.177a), Alan Bollard
(2003-09) CD 06 161847 (P.185b); ten dollars, D.T.Brash
(1993-98) type IV, CC 99 746369 (P.182); twenty dollars,
D.T.Brash (1994-99) type III, FE 99 897272 (P.183).
Extremely fine - uncirculated. (12)
$90

4410
Reserve Bank of New Zealand, R.L.Knight (1975-77),
one dollar, C10 000911 (first prefix); two dollars, 1L5
000290 (first prefix); five dollars, 135 085010; ten dollars,
24Y 094453; twenty dollars, BS 000507 (P.163c-167c).
Uncirculated, the last scarce. (5)
$350
Ex Warren Palmer Collection.

4417
Reserve Bank of New Zealand, H.R.Hardie (1977-81) type
I, star replacement notes, one dollar, Y91 926680*; two
dollars, 9Y3 367824*; five dollars, 991 619066*; ten dollars,
99C 411579*; twenty dollars, YJ 981536* (P.163d-167d).
Uncirculated. (5)
$200

4411
Reserve Bank of New Zealand, R.L.Knight (1975-77),
one dollar star replacement note, Y91 204234* (P.163c);
H.R.Hardie (1977-81), type I, one dollar star replacement
notes, Y91 835002*, Y91 926344*/5* consecutive pair, Y91
966671*, Y92 300373* (P.163d) (5). Nearly uncirculated
- uncirculated. (6)
$60

Ex Warren Palmer Collection.

4412
Reserve Bank of New Zealand, R.L.Knight (1975-77),
two dollars star replacement note, 9Y2 134603* (P.164c);
H.R.Hardie (1977-81), type I, two dollars star replacement
notes, 9Y2 874869*, 9Y3 177392*/4* consecutive trio, 9Y3
295029* and 9Y3 352709* (P.164d) (6). Uncirculated, the
first with teller flick. (7)
$100

4413
Reserve Bank of New Zealand, R.L.Knight (1975-77), ten
dollars, 18B 421869/72, a run of four consecutive notes
(P.166c). Trace of a light centre bend, otherwise virtually
uncirculated. (4)
$250

4418*
Reserve Bank of New Zealand, H.R.Hardie (1977-81), type
I, ten dollars star replacement note, 99D 052868* (P.166d).
Flattened, nearly uncirculated and scarce.
$100
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4419
Reserve Bank of New Zealand, H.R.Hardie (1977-81), type
I, ten dollars, 29Y 274749/50 (P.166d) (2); D.T.Brash (198992), type I, NYG 108872/3 (P.172c) (2). Two consecutive
pairs, nearly uncirculated. (4)
$80

4428
Reserve Bank of New Zealand, S.T.Russell (1985-1991) type
I, twenty dollars, TCT 000810/1 (P.173b) consecutive pair
of first prefix notes. Uncirculated. (2)
$120
4429
Reserve Bank of New Zealand, S.T.Russell (1985-89), twenty
dollars, TCT 000612 (P.173b); D.T.Brash (1989-91), type
I, THT 001206 (P.173c). Both first prefixes, uncirculated.
(2)
$100

4420
Reserve Bank of New Zealand, H.R.Hardie (1981-85), type
II, one dollar, AFA 971804/5 (P.169a) (2); two dollars, EAA
001193/4 (P.170a) (2); five dollars, JAA 000811/2 (P.171a)
(2); ten dollars, NAA 001663/4 (P.172a) (2); twenty dollars,
TAA 0001658/9 (P.173a) (2). All consecutive pairs, first
prefixes apart from the first, uncirculated. (10)
$300

4430
Reserve Bank of New Zealand, D.T.Brash, twenty dollars,
70th Birthday of Her Majesty commemorative issue, 21st
April 1996, ER 000107 (P.184) in a plush case with a proof
silver five dollar commemorative coin, 1996. Uncirculated;
FDC, with certificate number ER 002422. (2)
$150

4421
Reserve Bank of New Zealand, H.R.Hardie (1981-85),
type II, star replacement notes, one dollar, AA* (169a) (9,
including a consecutive pair); two dollars, EB* (P.170a) (6,
including consecutive pair and trio); five dollars, JA* (P.171a)
(3); also, type I (1977-81), five dollars star replacement note,
992 369752* (P.165d). Uncirculated. (19)
$220

4431
Reserve Bank of New Zealand, D.T.Brash (1989-91), one
dollar, ANS 993019, 993100 (P.169c) (2); two dollars, EPN
993019, 993100 (P.170c) (2). Matching numbers of last
prefixes, uncirculated. (4)
$50

4422
Reserve Bank of New Zealand, H.R.Hardie (1981-85), type
II, one dollar, AAL 000065/8 (P.169a) (4); two dollars, EAS
000065/8 (P.170a) (4); five dollars, JAL 000065/8 (P.171a)
(4). Matching low serial numbers in consecutive runs of four,
uncirculated. (12)
$150

4432
Reserve Bank of New Zealand, D.T.Brash (1989-92), type
I, one dollar, AMP 060437/8 (P.169c) (2); two dollars, ENX
763258/9 and EPM 964342/3 (P.170c) (4); five dollars,
JHG 000011/2, first prefix (P.171c) (2); ten dollars, NXN
001085/6, first prefix (P.172c) (2); twenty dollars, THT
000859, first prefix and TJM 853974 (P.173c) (2). All
consecutive pairs except the last, uncirculated. (12)
$250

4423
Reserve Bank of New Zealand, H.R.Hardie (1981-85), type
II, same numbered set 000653 of one dollar (AAA), two
dollars (EAA), five dollars (JAA), ten dollars (NAA), twenty
dollars (TAA), fifty dollars (XAA) and one hundred dollars
(YAA), all first prefixes (P.169a-175a). Uncirculated. (7)
$500

4433
Reserve Bank of New Zealand, D.T.Brash (1989-91), two
dollars, EPF 931311/30 (P.170c). Uncirculated. (20)
$100

4424
Reserve Bank of New Zealand, H.R.Hardie (1981-85) type
II, ten dollars, NAL 000099/100 (P.172a). A consecutive low
numbered pair, uncirculated. (2)
$80

4434
Reserve Bank of New Zealand, D.T.Brash, 1990, type II,
ten dollars, 150th Anniversary special issue, AAA prefix,
last three digits 352 (P.176). Uncirculated. (10)
$150

4425
Reserve Bank of New Zealand, H.R.Hardie (1981-1985),
type II, twenty dollars, TAA 004637/8 (P.173a) consecutive
pair of first prefix notes. Uncirculated. (2)
$200

4435
Reserve Bank of New Zealand, D.T.Brash (1992-93) type II,
five dollars, uncut sheet of forty notes, AA prefix (P.177b).
Uncirculated. (40 notes)
$350

4426
Reserve Bank of New Zealand, S.T.Russell (1985-89),
one dollar, AKL 629338/9 (P.169b) (2); two dollars,
EHG 000671/2 (P.170b) (first prefix) (2); five dollars, JDS
000340/1 (prefix issued in same numbered sets only) (P.171b)
(2); ten dollars, NJR 000796/7 (P.172b) (first prefix) (2). All
consecutive pairs, uncirculated. (8)
$200

4436
Reserve Bank of New Zealand, D.T.Brash (1992-93) type II,
five dollars, uncut sheet of forty notes, AA prefix (P.177b).
Uncirculated. (40 notes)
$350
4437
Reserve Bank, D.T.Brash (1993-98) type III, ten dollars,
AE 99 527570 (P.178a); twenty dollars, D.T.Brash (198991) type 1, THT 000950 first prefix of signature (P.173c).
The last with centre fold, otherwise nearly uncirculated
- uncirculated. (2)
$80

4427
Reserve Bank of New Zealand, S.T.Russell (1985-1989) ten
dollars, NJR000475, NJR000791 (P.172b) first prefix notes.
Uncirculated. (2)
$100
506

4438
Reserve Bank of New Zealand, D.T.Brash (1993-98) type III,
ten dollars, uncut sheet of forty notes, AA prefix (P.178c).
Uncirculated. (40 notes)
$650

4446
Reserve Bank of New Zealand, D.T.Brash, (1999-2002/3),
type IV, polymer ten dollars, uncut sheet of forty notes, AA
99 (P.CS186b), only 150 sheets issued. Uncirculated. (40
notes)
$500

4439
Reserve Bank of New Zealand, D.T.Brash (1993-98) type III,
ten dollars, uncut sheet of forty notes, AA prefix (P.178c).
Minor creasing, otherwise uncirculated. (40 notes)
$550

4447
Reserve Bank of New Zealand, D.T.Brash (1999-2004),
type IV, polymer twenty dollars, uncut pairs in tubes, AA
99 (P.CS187a). Uncirculated. (5 pairs)
$300

4440
Reserve Bank of New Zealand, D.T.Brash (1992-1994) type
II, twenty dollars, CR 765030/2 (P.179a) consecutive run of
three notes. Uncirculated. (3)
$120

4448
Reserve Bank of New Zealand, D.T.Brash, (1999-2003),
type IV, polymer twenty dollars, uncut sheet of forty notes,
AA 99 (P.CS187a), only 150 sheets issued. Uncirculated.
(40 notes)
$1,000

4441
Reserve Bank of New Zealand, D.T.Brash (1992-1994) type
II, twenty dollars, ZZ 138772/3 (P.179a) consecutive pair
of ZZ replacement notes. Uncirculated. (2)
$120

4449
Reserve Bank of New Zealand, D.T.Brash, (1999-2003),
type III, polymer fifty dollars, uncut sheet of forty notes,
AA 99 (P.CS188b), only 100 sheets issued. Uncirculated
and rare. (40 notes)
$2,000

4442
Reserve Bank of New Zealand, D.T.Brash (1992-94), type II,
twenty dollars, uncut sheet of forty notes, AA prefix (P.179b).
Uncirculated. (40 notes)
$1,100

4450
Reserve Bank of New Zealand, D.T.Brash, (1999-2004),
type II, polymer one hundred dollars, uncut sheet of twenty
eight notes, AA 99 (P.CS189b), only 100 sheets issued.
Uncirculated and rare. (28 notes)
$3,500

4443
Reserve Bank of New Zealand, D.T.Brash (1992-2000), type
I, one hundred dollars, uncut sheet of twenty eight notes,
AA prefix (P.181b). Uncirculated. (28 notes)
$3,700

4451
Reserve Bank of New Zealand, D.T.Brash, ten dollars, 2000,
NZ 00732670/NZ 00732620 mismatched red serial numbers
(50 apart) (P.CS190a). In folder of issue, uncirculated and
a very rare error.
$300
4452
Reserve Bank of New Zealand, D.T.Brash, (2000), type VII,
Millennium Issue, polymer ten dollars, uncut sheet of thirty
five notes, NZ 00, red serials (P.CS190c), only 150 sheets
issued. Uncirculated and scarce. (35 notes)
$800

part

4453
Reserve Bank of New Zealand, Alan Bollard (2003-2009),
polymer five dollars, uncut sheet of forty notes, AA 03 - DA
03 (P.185b), 500 sheets issued. Uncirculated. (40 notes)
$300

4444*
Reserve Bank of New Zealand, D.T.Brash (1999-), same
numbered set of polymer notes, AA 99 000653, five, ten,
twenty, fifty and one hundred dollars (P.185a-189a), the ten
dollars with mis-matched serial numbers, AA 99 009 653/AA
99 000 653. Uncirculated, the ten dollars illustrated. (5)
$500

4454
Reserve Bank of New Zealand, Graeme Wheeler (2014), type II (new design), five dollars, AC15 774700/10 ten
consecutive notes (P.New). Uncirculated. (10)
$100

746 sets issued.
Ex Warren Palmer Collection.

4445
Reserve Bank of New Zealand, D.T.Brash, (1999-2002/3),
type IV, polymer five dollars, uncut sheet of forty notes,
AA 99 (P.CS185b), only 150 sheets issued. Uncirculated.
(40 notes)
$300

4455
Reserve Bank of New Zealand, Graeme Wheeler (2014), type II (new design), ten dollars, AA15 136261/70 ten
consecutive first prefix notes (P.New). Uncirculated. (10)
$180
507

4462
One dollar, Johnston/Stone (1982) DJG 976361/460
(R.78) an original pack of one hundred consecutive notes.
Uncirculated. (100)
$300

AUSTRALIAN BANKNOTES
DECIMAL ISSUES

4463
One dollar, Johnston/Stone (1982) DJR 963288/388 (R.78)
original pack of one hundred consecutive notes (one number
missing). Corners curled, otherwise uncirculated. (100)
$200
4464
One dollar, Johnston/Stone (1982) DLE 478561/660 (R.78)
a pack of one hundred consecutive notes. Uncirculated.
(100)
$250
4465
One dollar, Johnston/Stone (1982) DLG 195534/634 (R.78)
a pack of one hundred consecutive notes (one number
missing). Uncirculated. (100)
$250
4466
One dollar, Johnston/Stone (1982) DNS 629640/739 (R.78)
a pack of one hundred consecutive notes. First note with
creases, and with the following five notes stains bottom left
corner, extremely fine - uncirculated. (100)
$200

4456*
One dollar, Coombs/Wilson (1966) AAA 053311/14 (R.71F)
consecutive run of four first prefix notes. Notes with light
centre fold and paper clip mark on right side, extremely
fine. (4)
$650

4467
One dollar, Johnston/Stone (1982) DPF 847387/488 (R.78)
a pack of one hundred consecutive notes (two numbers
missing). Uncirculated. (100)
$250

4457
One dollar, Phillips/Randall (1969) to Johnston/Stone (1982)
(R.73, 76c (a run of five), 78 (7)). Fine - uncirculated. (13)
$70

4468
One dollar, Johnston/Stone (1982) DPS 792832/931 (R.78L)
a pack of one hundred consecutive last prefix notes. First
note very fine, with light creases bottom left and top right,
the others uncirculated. (100)
$1,250

4458
One dollar, Phillips/Randall (1969) BAH 053451/60, BAH
053956/9 (R.76) consecutive runs of nine and four notes;
Phillips/Wheeler (1972) BDJ 828839/44 (R.74) consecutive
run of six notes, (1974) BQB 458053/6, BRC 273687/8
consecutive run of four notes and a pair (R.75). All notes
with centre fold, extremely fine. (25)
$120

4469
One dollar, Johnston/Fraser (1982) (R.78) Reserve Bank of
Australia bundle of one thousand notes, bundle serial number
0183 044577. Uncirculated. (1,000)
$2,750
4470
One dollar, Coombs/Wilson (1966) (R.71) (2), Johnston/
Stone (1982) (R.78); two dollars, Coombs/Wilson (1966)
(R.81) (9), Coombs/Randall (1967) (R.82), Phillips/Randall
(1968) (R.83) (2), Phillips/Wheeler (1972) (R.84) (2); ten
dollars, Johnston/Fraser (1985) (R.309), Fraser/Cole (1991)
(R.313a) (2); twenty dollars, Phillips/Randall (1968) (R.403)
(2), Phillips/Wheeler (1972) (R.404), Knight/Stone (1979)
Gothic side thread (R.407a), Fraser/Cole (1991) (R.413)
(3), Fraser/Evans (1993) (R.415). Fine - good extremely
fine. (28)
$250

4459
One dollar, Knight/Wheeler (1976) DBP 456965/6 (R.76b)
consecutive pair of DBP test notes. Uncirculated. (2)
$100
4460
One dollar, Knight/Stone (1979) (R.77) (11), Johnston/
Stone (1982) (R.78) (97), many consecutive runs and many
uncirculated. Several with centre fold, overall mostly nearly
uncirculated - uncirculated. (108)
$150

4471
One dollar, Coombs/Wilson (1966) to fifty dollars, Fraser/
Evans (1993) (R.71, 74, 77 (4), 78 (3), 81, 82 (3), 85, 202,
301F, 313 (16), 413 (2), 415 (2), 513 (3), 515). Very good
- extremely fine. (40)
$500

4461
One dollar, Johnston/Stone (1982) DPS 724751/60 (R.78)
ten consecutive last serial prefix notes. Uncirculated. (10)
$200
508

4472
One dollar, Coombs/Wilson (1966) - twenty dollars Phillips/
Wheeler (1974), 1966-1982 (R.71, 74 [4], 78 [3], 81, 83 [2],
84, 85, 86c, 202, 203, 204, 205, 301 [2], 302, 304 [4], 401
[2], 401F, 403 [2], 404 [3]) (33) including twenty dollars,
Coombs/Wilson (1966) first prefix XAA 362376; Papua
New Guinea, two kina (P.1) and New Zealand, ten shillings
(P.158d) and one dollar (P.163d); also Commonwealth of
Australia Postal Notes, Q'Ld issues for two shillings and
three shillings, no details entered but both postmarked
'Stones Corner S.E2 Qld-Aust'. Poor - very fine. (38)
$270

4479
One dollar, Knight/Wheeler (1974) CPD 686292/6 (R.76c)
consecutive run of five notes; two dollars, Knight/Wheeler
(1976) HVZ 018938/9 (R.86c) consecutive pair; ten dollars
(1976) TJY 049504/10, TLS 084931/4 (P.306a) consecutive
runs of seven and four notes; Fraser/Evans (1993) GJ 93
221186 (R.316a). Extremely fine - uncirculated. (19)
$200
4480
One dollar, Knight/Wheeler (1976) centre thread CFH
156457, Knight/Stone (1979) CTU 694231, Johnston/Stone
(1982) DJX 082185, DNA 387710/8 nine consecutive, DPL
629284 (R.76a, 77, 78 [12]) (14); two dollars, Knight/Stone
(1979) JHH 518123 (R.87); five dollars, Knight/Wheeler
(1976) gothic centre thread NTP 801869 (R.206a); ten
dollars, Phillips/Randall (1968) SNG 622136, Knight/
Wheeler (1976) gothic centre thread TGA 023855, Johnston/
Fraser (1988) 1st release AB 32 966961(R.303, 306a, 310a)
(3). Mostly uncirculated. (19)
$150

4473
One dollar, Coombs/Wilson (1966) to fifty dollars, Johnston/
Fraser (1985) all priced in a red plastic Australian Decimal
Note Album, includes a Coombs/Wilson one pound (R.34b),
(R.71, 72 (pair), 73, 74, 76a, b, c, 77, 78, 81, 82, 84, 88a,
b, c, 87, 89 all uncirculated; 202/2 one is NAA, 203, 204,
206a, b, c, 207, 209a, b, 212, 213, 214 dark [?], 214, 216
lower grade notes including 87 pair, 213, 206b trio, 304,
307a pair, 406a, 415 ADK, 505, 506b, others in lower grade).
Fair - uncirculated, mostly uncirculated. (78)
$1,000

4481
One dollar, Knight/Stone (1979) (R.77) (3), Johnston/Stone
(R.78) (14, includes consecutive seven and two pairs); two
dollars, Knight/Stone (1979) (R.87), Johnston/Fraser (1985)
(R.89) (59 includes 48 consecutive); five dollars, Johnston/
Fraser (1985) OCRB (R.209a) (2), Fraser/Cole (1991)
(R.213). One 209a with small side edge tear, otherwise
mostly extremely fine - uncirculated. (80)
$200

4474
One dollar, Coombs/Wilson (1966) to one hundred dollars,
Johnston/Stone (1984) assorted decimal notes priced and out
of order in large album with many blank pages, including
pre decimal one pound War Savings Certificate (1943), ten
shillings (R.17) (2), one pound (R.30b, 33) (includes R.515
run of four and FAB pair, R.316f (14 in runs), 209b run of
six, 209a run of seven, R.77 run of ten). Fine - uncirculated.
(197)
$1,500

4482
One dollar, Johnston/Stone (1982) to five dollars, Fraser/
Cole (1992) (R.78 (2), 204, 205 (3), 209a (2), 209b, 214 (9
consecutive)). Nearly uncirculated - uncirculated. (17)
$250

4475
One dollar, Coombs/Wilson (1966) to one hundred dollars,
Fraser/Cole (1991) consecutive pairs collection in album
(missing R.402 listed separately) includes varieties but not
first prefixes (R.71-613), housed in Lighthouse album.
Uncirculated. (170)
$18,500

4483
One dollar, Johnston/Stone (1982) to twenty dollars, Phillips/
Randall (1968) (R.78 (6), 81 (6), 83 (5), 84 (4), 202, 203,
204 (2), 214, 219, 301, 303, 304 (5), 310aL, 310b (2), 401
(2) 403). Fine - nearly uncirculated. (40)
$350

Private purchase from Monetarium Adelaide.
See also lot (4540).

4484
Two dollars, Coombs/Wilson (1966) FAA 885656 (R.81)
first serial prefix. Staple holes, nearly very fine.
$100

4476
One dollar, Coombs/Randall (1968) to two dollars, Coombs/
Wilson (1966), (R.72, 73, 74, 76a, 77 (consecutive pair), 81
(2). Fine - uncirculated. (8)
$100

4485
Two dollars, Coombs/Wilson (1966) FHS 116846/50 (R.81)
consecutive run of five notes. First note with light stain top
right of '2', uncirculated. (4)
$120

4477
One dollar, Phillips/Randall (1969) to twenty dollars, Phillip/
Randall (1968) (R.73 (2), 74, 77, 78 (32), 89 (run of five and
seventeen singles (22), 208, 209a, 213 (9), 303 (2), 304, 306a, 309,
312 (2), 313a (18), 401, 403 (2), 404). Fair - uncirculated. (98)
$500

4486
Two dollars, Coombs/Randall (1967) FKS 821902/4 (R.82)
consecutive trio. Nearly uncirculated. (3)
$100

4478
One dollar, Phillips/Wheeler (1974) BLG 776872 first prefix
(R.75F), Johnston/Stone (1982) DGJ 628158, 978327 first
prefix issues (R.78F); two dollars, Johnston/Fraser (1985)
LQG 856521 last prefix (R.89L), KXR 560065 radar number
(R.89); ten dollars, Knight/Stone (1979) Gothic TPD 689722
first prefix (R.307aF). Very good - very fine. (6)
$50

4487
Two dollars, Phillips/Randall (1968) FYY 786891/2 (R.83)
consecutive pair. Light centre bend, nearly uncirculated.
(2)
$50
509

4488
Two dollars, Phillips/Randall (1968) to Knight/Wheeler
(1976), GAQ, single and a run of six consecutive, GFH
consecutive pair (R.83) (9), (R.85) (8), (R.86a, c (5)) (6).
Very fine - nearly uncirculated. (23)
$100

4497
Two dollars, Johnston/Fraser (1985) LGK 598263/362 (R.89)
a pack of one hundred consecutive notes. Uncirculated.
(100)
$300
4498
Two dollars, Johnston/Fraser (1985) LGQ 221754/853
(R.89) original pack of one hundred consecutive notes.
Uncirculated. (100)
$400

4489
Two dollars, Phillips/Randall (1968) GKV 156221/5, GKV
156236/50 consecutive runs of five and fifteen notes plus
single notes FAU (2), FXL, GAE (3) (R.83); Phillips/Wheeler
(1972) GUN 093384/6, GUN 093378/82 consecutive runs of
three and five notes (R.84) plus single notes HHG (5) (R.85).
All notes with centre fold, otherwise extremely fine. (39)
$200

4499
Two dollars, Johnston/Fraser (1985) LLC 867681/780
(R.89) an original pack of 100 consecutive notes. Includes
radar number 867768, uncirculated. (100)
$400

4490
Two dollars, Knight/Wheeler (1976) JBU 078565/663
(R.86c) OCR-B side thread, a pack of ninety nine consecutive
notes. Some notes with small corner folds, 078661/3
with brown stain on back of notes, nearly uncirculated uncirculated. (99)
$350

4500
Two dollars, Johnston/Fraser (1985) LLA 392565/664;
765/864 (R.89) two original packs of one hundred
consecutive notes. Uncirculated. (200)
$800

4491
Two dollars, Knight/Stone (1979) JUP, consecutive pair; JUR,
consecutive pair; JVQ, consecutive trio and fourteen singles
of various prefixes (R.87). Except for one single (VF), nearly
uncirculated - uncirculated. (21)
$150

4501
Two dollars, Johnston/Fraser (1985) (R.89) Reserve Bank
of Australia bundle of one thousand notes, bundle serial
number 0287 049546. Approximately thirty notes with small
rust spots on edge, first four notes with small crease to three
edges, uncirculated. (1,000)
$3,000

4492
Two dollars, Knight/Stone (1979) JEG 635210/309 (R.87)
a pack of one hundred consecutive notes. Uncirculated.
(100)
$500

4502
Two dollars, Coomb/Wilson (1966) FAA 832950 first
prefix (R.81F); ten dollars, Phillips/Randall (1968) SFX
(R.303); twenty dollars, Coombs/Wilson (1966) XAN
(2), XBN (R.401) (3), Phillips/Randall (1968) XCS, XCV,
XCX, XDX, XEC (R.403) (5). The first dirty, very good, of
the rest a few with small edge splits, otherwise mostly fine
- very fine. (10)
$180

4493
Two dollars, Johnston/Stone (1983) KBC, consecutive trio;
KGU, a run of four consecutive; KQQ, consecutive pair;
KRC, a run of five consecutive; plus sixty four single notes
of varying prefixes (R.88). Very fine - uncirculated, most
nearly uncirculated - uncirculated. (78)
$300

4503
Two dollars, Coombs/Randall (1967) FKS 705995 (R.82);
five dollars, Phillips/Randall (1969), NEL 981355 (R.203).
Nearly uncirculated; good very fine. (2)
$70

4494
Two dollars, Johnston/Stone (1983) KFL 539843/942 (R.88)
a pack of one hundred consecutive notes. First note with
corner fold bottom right side, uncirculated. (100)
$350

4504
Two dollars, Johnston/Stone (1983) KEE 050314 (R.88); five
dollars, Johnston/Stone (1983) PDX 287408 (R.208); twenty
dollars, Johnston/Stone (1983) VGN 913383 (R.408). The
last with partial centre fold, otherwise all uncirculated. (3)
$60

4495
Two dollars, Johnston/Fraser (1985) LBV 033903/7
consecutive five, LDS 852851/60 consecutive ten that
includes repeating trio number 852852, LKX 075642/56
consecutive fifteen, LFA 434093, LNJ 854673. Uncirculated.
(32)
$100

4505
Five dollars, Knight/Stone (1979) PDE 857086/187 (R.207)
a pack of one hundred consecutive notes. Uncirculated.
(100)
$700

4496
Two dollars, Johnston/Fraser (1985) KSC, consecutive
pair; KSD, consecutive pair; KUU, consecutive pair; KSC,
consecutive trio; KTU, consecutive pair; KZS, consecutive
pair; LAX, consecutive trio; LED, consecutive pair; LEE,
consecutive pair; LFB, consecutive pair; also ninety singles
of varying prefixes (R.89). Very fine - uncirculated, mostly
extremely fine or better. (112)
$450

4506
Five dollars, Johnston/Fraser (1985) QEQ 662638/737
(R.209a) pack of one hundred consecutive notes. Uncirculated.
(100)
$1,500
510

4517
Five dollars, Fraser/Cole (1992) AA/24 run of ten, AA
various prefixes (40 singles) AB various (7) (R.214) (57),
Fraser/Evans 1995 (R.217a) (5); ten dollars, Johnston/Fraser
(1988) (R.310) folders (AA/07 pair) (R.310a) AB/19 prefix
runs of four and five (9); (R.310b) (24). Uncirculated. (97)
$550

4507
Five dollars, Johnston/Fraser (1985) QEU 938515/614
(R.209a) a pack of one hundred consecutive notes.
Uncirculated. (100)
$650
4508
Five dollars, Johnston/Fraser (1985) OCRB PVZ 815973
(P.209a); Fraser/Cole (1992) AA 12 (2), 14, 92, AB 02,
03, 15 (P.214) (7); Fraser/Evans (1993) DA 93 (R.216);
Fraser/Evans (1995) BB 95, (1996) CJ 96 (P.217a, 217b)
(2); Macfarlane/Evans (2001) AD, BA, BM, CG, EC, EL
01 (R.219) (6). Mostly uncirculated, overall extremely fine
- uncirculated. (17)
$150

4518
Five dollars, Fraser/Cole (1992) AA 20 703292/391 (R.214)
a pack of one hundred consecutive notes. Uncirculated.
(100)
$700

4509
Five dollars, Fraser/Higgins (1990) QGA 610779/878
(R.212) a pack of one hundred consecutive notes.
Uncirculated. (100)
$650

4519
Five dollars, MacFarlane/Henry (2006) BA 06 765223
(R.220df) first 2006 dated prefix, a pack of one hundred
notes. Sealed in clear plastic, uncirculated. (100)
$650

4510
Five dollars, Fraser/Cole (1991) QNK 461837/936 (R.213)
a pack of one hundred consecutive notes. Uncirculated.
(100)
$700

4520
Five dollars, Fraser/Cole (1992) AB 07 410624/5 consecutive
pair (R.214) (2); ten dollars, Jonston/Fraser (1988) AB 33
356390 (R.310b); another, Fraser/Evans (1993) AA 93
005056, 1 November 1993, green serials (from folder)
(R.316). Uncirculated. (4)
$80

4511
Five dollars, Fraser/Cole (1992) AA 00 606667/8 (R.214F)
consecutive pair of first serial prefix (dark green serials).
Uncirculated. (2)
$200

4521
Five dollars, Fraser/Cole (1992) AA 29 553234/5 pale green
serials, consecutive pair (R.214); ten dollars, Johnston/Fraser
(1988) second release, AB 20 590906/8 three consecutive
notes (R.310b). Uncirculated. (5)
$100

4512
Five dollars, Fraser/Cole (1992) AA 00 793316/7 (R.214)
consecutive pair of first serial prefix. Uncirculated. (2)
$300
4513
Five dollars, Fraser/Cole (1992) AA 02 950706/7 (R.214)
consecutive pair. Uncirculated. (2)
$50

4522
Five, ten and fifty dollars, Stevens/Parkinson (2012)
(R.222aF, L, 322aF, L, 522aF, L) first and last prefixes.
Uncirculated. (6)
$220

4514
Five dollars, Fraser/Cole (1992) AA 00 793312/3 (R.214)
consecutive pair of first serial prefix. Uncirculated. (2)
$300

4523
Ten dollars, Coombs/Wilson (1966) SAA 566029 (first
prefix) and SBB 320181; Coombs/Randall (1967) SEF
726396 (R.301, 2). A 5mm tear at left, very fine; good very
fine; good very fine. (3)
$100

4515
Five dollars, Fraser/Cole (1982) AA 82 682349, AA 82
682353/5 (P.214i) pale green serials, consecutive run of three
notes and a single. Uncirculated. (4)
$100

4524
Ten dollars, Knight/Stone (1979) TSR 367387/92 (R.307a)
a run of six consecutive notes. Uncirculated. (6)
$400

4516
Five dollars, Fraser/Cole (1992) AA 34 885791/814 (R.214)
consecutive run of twenty four notes. Uncirculated. (24)
$250
511

4529*
Ten dollars, Johnston/Fraser (1988), AB 57 717355
(R.310bL) last prefix. Nearly uncirculated.
$700
4530
Ten dollars, Fraser/Higgins (1990) MAC 176095/194
(R.312) a pack of one hundred consecutive notes.
Uncirculated. (100)
$1,500
4531
Ten dollars, Fraser/Cole (1991) MRR 670678/9, consecutive
pair (R.313bL) last prefix. Uncirculated. (2)
$100

part

4525*
Ten dollars, Johnston/Fraser (1988) AB 38 751723 (R.310a)
signed a second time in pen by Johnston and Fraser; another,
AB 28 938965 with uneven trimming at bottom. Nearly
extremely fine; uncirculated, the first illustrated. (2)
$150

4532
Ten dollars, Fraser/Cole (1991) MQJ 591056/155 (R.313b)
a pack of one hundred consecutive notes. Uncirculated.
(100)
$1,250

4526
Ten dollars, Johnston/Fraser (1985) (R.30a) (4, includes
UQG 811120/1 consecutive pair); (1988) Bicentennial
second release (R.310b) (6, includes AB 46 988551/3
consecutive trio); Fraser/Evans (1993) (R.316a) (5, includes
AG 93 166086/8 consecutive trio). One with a centre fold,
otherwise uncirculated. (15)
$210

4533
Ten dollars, Fraser/Evans (1994) BG 94 992811/20 (R.316b)
ten consecutive Dobell blue shading notes. Uncirculated.
(10)
$500
4534
Ten dollars, Johnston/Fraser (1988) AB/18 run of six, AB/14,
34, 37 singles (R.310b) (9), fifty dollars, Fraser/Cole (1991)
run of ten WEN 855928/937 (R.513) in original Bank paper
holder. Uncirculated. (19)
$700

4527
Ten dollars, Johnston/Fraser (1988) polymer commemorative,
first printing, AB 33 941016 (R.310a) last prefix.
Uncirculated.
$300

4535
Ten dollars, Johnston/Fraser (1985) (R.309) (7); twenty
dollars, Johnston/Stone (1983) (R.408), Johnston/Fraser
(1985) (R.409a), Fraser/Cole (1991) (R.413). Extremely
fine - nearly uncirculated. (10)
$270
4536
Ten dollars, Fraser/Evans (1993) CM 93 257821/4 four
consecutive, with blue shading Dobell (R.316a) (4); also, one
dollar, Coombs/Wilson (1966) (R.71) and Johnston/Stone
(1982) (R.78) (3). The first four uncirculated, others very
fine - extremely fine. (8)
$100
4537
Twenty dollars, Coombs/Wilson (1966) XAA 012428,
029770, 057972 (R.401F) all first prefix. Good very fine
- extremely fine. (3)
$250

4528*
Ten dollars, Johnston/Fraser (1988) AB 33 935090/1
(R.310a) consecutive pair of last prefix notes (first release).
Uncirculated. (2)
$750
512

4538
Twenty dollars, Coombs/Wilson (1966) XAF 323281/300
(R.401) consecutive run of twenty notes. All notes with
centre fold and light creases on right side, extremely fine
- good extremely fine. (20)
$550

4544
Twenty dollars, Phillips/Randall (1968) XCR 829275
(R.403). Light centre fold, otherwise nearly uncirculated.
$100
4545
Twenty dollars, Phillips/Randall (1968) XCC 950106
(R.403). Good extremely fine.
$50

4539
Twenty dollars, Coombs/Wilson (1966) XBL 859015
(R.401); Fraser/Cole (1991) AAA 999097 (R.413i) NPA
issue; ten dollars, Coombs/Wilson (1966) SBL 054242
(R.301). Uncirculated. (3)
$200

4546
Twenty dollars, Phillips/Wheeler (1972) XFL 238886/7
(R.404) consecutive pair. Light centre fold, nearly
uncirculated. (2)
$200
4547
Twenty dollars, Phillips/Wheeler (1972) XGQ 918309/10
(R.404) consecutive pair. Centre fold, nearly uncirculated.
(2)
$200
4548
Twenty dollars, Knight/Wheeler (1976) centre thread
(R.406a) XPH 370436 and 370438. Centre fold and a few
small light creases, otherwise virtually uncirculated. (2)
$100
4549
Twenty dollars, Knight/Stone (1979) VFE 148109/10
(R.407b) consecutive pair. Both notes with light centre fold,
extremely fine. (2)
$100

4540*
Twenty dollars, Coombs/Randall (1967) XBR 241093/4
(R.402) consecutive pair. Uncirculated and rare in this
condition, especially as a pair. (2)
$14,000

4550
Twenty dollars, Knight/Stone (1979) VFJ 360394/5 (R.407b)
consecutive pair. Uncirculated. (2)
$300

Private purchase from Monetarium Adelaide.
See also lot (4475).

4551
Twenty dollars, Johnston/Fraser (1985) EJZ 789549;
EKG 773702 (R.409b) gothic serials. Flattened, virtually
uncirculated. (2)
$150
4552
Twenty dollars, Phillips/Fraser (1989) EXU 633599, Fraser/
Evans (1994) BA 94 587682 (R.411, 416a) (2); fifty dollars,
Phillips/Fraser (1989) YYB 904567 (R.511). Uncirculated.
(3)
$150

4541*
Twenty dollars, Coombs/Randall (1967) XBR 479033
(R.402). Uncirculated and very rare as such.
$3,500

4553
Twenty dollars, Fraser/Higgins (1990) RAC 604273/7
(R.412) five consecutive notes. Very light centre bend,
virtually uncirculated. (5)
$200

4542
Twenty dollars, Coombs/Randall (1967) XBR 319266
(R.402). Pin holes and tiny edge nick at top, otherwise
nearly very fine.
$200

4554
Twenty dollars, Fraser/Cole (1991) RXS 367403/11, nine
consecutive notes (R.195). The last note with bend along
bottom right edge, otherwise uncirculated. (9)
$200

4543
Twenty dollars, Coombs/Randall (1967) XBQ 262523 (first
prefix), XBR 069236; XBR 386911 (R.402, F). Very fine
- good very fine. (3)
$500

4555
Twenty dollars, Fraser/Evans (1993) ADK 617105/7
(R.415L) consecutive run of three last prefix notes. Second
note with light crease near bottom edge, nearly uncirculated
- uncirculated. (3)
$170
513

4556
Twenty dollars, Fraser/Evans (1994) BG 94 000374 (R.416a)
31 October 1994 printed on back. Uncirculated.
$150

4566
One hundred dollars, Johnston/Stone (1984) ZAA 154208
(R.608F) first prefix. Extremely fine.
$200

4557
Twenty dollars, Stevens/Henry (2007) JC 07 725468
(R.421ah) a pack of one hundred last prefix notes. Sealed
in clear plastic, uncirculated. (100)
$2,500

4567
One hundred dollars, Johnston/Fraser (1985) ZER 767942
(R.609). Very fine.
$120

4558
Fifty dollars, Phillips/Wheeler (1973) WSQ 150658/9
consecutive pair, WZX 532807 (R.505). Uncirculated. (3)
$300
4559
Fifty dollars, Phillips/Wheeler (1973) YAB 654807 (R.505).
Good extremely fine.
$70
4560
Fifty dollars, Johnston/Fraser (1985), YVX 672084/5, Gothic
serials (R.509a) consecutive pair. Uncirculated. (2)
$200
4561
Fifty dollars, Fraser/Evans (1993) WYZ 637118/21, four
consecutive notes (R.515). Last note with top left edge curl,
otherwise uncirculated. (4)
$250

4568*
One hundred dollars, Fraser/Cole (1991) ZKH 000001/02
(R.613) consecutive pair. Uncirculated. (2)
$650
4569
One hundred dollars, Fraser/Cole (1991) ZLD 092699/700
(R.613L) consecutive pair of last prefix notes. Uncirculated.
(2)
$400

4562
Fifty dollars, Fraser/Evans (1995) AA 95 008026 (R.516aF)
4 October 1995 printed on back, AA95 first signature prefix,
top serial blue, bottom serial black. Uncirculated.
$300

4570
One hundred dollars, Fraser/Evans (1996) AA 96 003531
(R.616F) 15 May 1996 printed on back, AA96 first signature
prefix. Uncirculated.
$300

4563
Fifty dollars, MacFarlane/Evans (1997) AA/97 402775
(R.518aF) first serial prefix. Uncirculated.
$150
4564
Fifty dollars, Knight/Wheeler (1976) YBV 091635 (R.506b);
one hundred dollars, Johnston/Stone (1984) ZAR 182108
(R.608). Uncirculated. (2)
$200

ERROR NOTES

4571*
Five dollars, Fraser/Higgins (1990) QFB 806063 (R.212)
missing serial letters and first and second number. Very
good.
$170

4565*
One hundred dollars, Johnston/Stone (1984) ZAA 239717/8
(R.608F) consecutive pair of first prefix notes. Uncirculated.
(2)
$650
514

4578
Five shillings, note of 1946, vignette, prepared by the
Reserve Bank of Australia, first 4000 released at the NAA
Fair, Melbourne, 19/20 August 1989, this the lowest number
released 2/20000 sold as charity auction lot by the IBNS.
Housed in glazed picture frame (broken) with desk stand,
uncirculated.
$100
4579
Ten dollars, Fraser/Evans (1993) first polymer issue
overprinted 1 November 1993 BI 93 000079 and Fraser/Cole
(1993) last paper issue MQR 996734, two note standard
folder (McD $10 F/LF2); ten dollars, Johnston/Fraser (1988)
Bicentenary AA 11 (2), 17, 19, 20 (McD $10 GF1) (5), AA
23 055946 last prefix (McD $10 GF3). One Bicentenary
issue without envelope and three envelopes dirty, otherwise
uncirculated. (7)
$150

4572*
Fifty dollars, Fraser/Cole (1991) WER 701571 (R.513)
diagonal paper crease during intaglio phase. Three white-out
spots, otherwise very fine.
$150

4580
Five dollars, McFarlane/Evans (1996) Thirty Years of
Decimal Currency Portfolio, note and gutter strip of ten
stamps, black serial number QE 96 001493 (McD N/
APT12) on note and stamps, portfolio number 1493; twenty
dollars, Fraser/Evans (1994) Lawrence Hargrave Centenary
Portfolio, note and miniature sheet of twenty five stamps,
red serial number 0430 (McD N/APT5) on note and stamps,
black serial number 4252 (McD N/APT6) on note and
stamps; twenty dollars, McFarlane/Evans (1997) Emergency
Services Portfolio, note and gutter strip of ten stamps, black
serial number ES 97 001510 (McD N/APT15) on note and
stamps, portfolio number 1510; fifty dollars, Fraser/Evans
(1995) Lord Howard Florey Portfolio, note and miniature
sheet of ten stamps, black serial number HF 001746 (McD
N/APT9) on note and stamps, portfolio number 1746.
Uncirculated. (5)
$230

4573*
Fifty dollars, Fraser/Evans (1995) (R.516) missing serials.
Folds and creases, nearly very fine.
$200

COLLECTOR FOLDERS & UNCUT NOTES

4574
Twenty fifth anniversary set, 1991, matching last and
first prefix serials for pre-decimal and decimal series, ten
shillings, one, five and ten pounds, one, two, ten and twenty
dollars, all ending 000038, in Reserve Bank album in slip
case of issue, set no 13/800 (McD.p494; serials below 100).
Uncirculated.
$4,500

4581
Five dollars, Fraser/Cole and Fraser/Evans (1997) 30th
Anniversary, premium three note set overprinted in red (McD
$5 GF6); ten dollars, Johnston/Fraser (1988) Bicentenary
(McD $10 GF1); First and Last Folders, five dollars, Fraser/
Cole (1992) (McD $5 F/LF1); ten dollars, Fraser/Cole and
Fraser/Evans (1993) (McD $10 F/LF1) (2); twenty dollars,
Fraser/Evans (1994) (McD $20 F/LF1); fifty dollars, Fraser/
Evans (1995) (McD $50 F/LF1); one hundred dollars,
Fraser/Cole and Fraser/Evans (1995) (McD $100 F/LF1)
(2). Uncirculated. (9)
$1,000

4575
Triple Anniversary set, 1994, matching first prefix set of five,
fifty and one hundred dollars first prefixes, ending 000038, in
Reserve Bank folder and slip case, set no 13/800 matching the
previous lot (McD.p494, serials below 100). Uncirculated.
$1,750

4582
One hundred dollars, First Polymer Issue, 1996, Fraser/Cole
(paper) ZLD 072657, Fraser/Evans (polymer) AA 96 001569
(Mc $100 PT3). Uncirculated. (2 note set)
$300

4576
Triple anniversary set, 1994, set of three first prefix low
number notes all ending NAA/YAA/ZAA 000083 for five,
fifty and one hundred dollars. In Reserve Bank slip case
album of issue, no 53/800, uncirculated.
$1,500

4583
One hundred dollars, First Polymer Issue, 1996, Fraser/Cole
(paper) ZLD 072658, Fraser/Evans (polymer) AA 96 001570
(Mc $100 PT3). Uncirculated. (2 note set)
$300

4577
Ten dollars, Johnston/Fraser (1988) AA 00 052636/7
(Mc$10GF4), AA 00 025045, AA 00 025047, consecutive
pair in staff presentation folder and an additional two notes.
Uncirculated. (4)
$600
515

4584
Decimal note and coin collection, 1966-95 Aust Decimal
Currency framed collection in one large frame containing $1,
$2, $5, $10, $20, $50 & $100 notes, together with a set of
decimal coins includes a history of the coins and notes with
information about decimal coinage when they were issued
and used in Australia. Uncirculated. (lot in one frame)
$400
No. 89/500 issued and originally sold by the RAM and Australia Post for
$895.

4585
Decimal note collection, 1966-95 Aust Decimal Currency
framed collection in two frames containing $1, $2, $5,
$10, $20 & $50 notes, includes history of the notes with
information about when they were issued and used in
Australia. Uncirculated. (6 and 2 frames)
$200

4586
Decimal note collection, 1966-95 Aust Decimal Currency
framed collection in four frames containing $1 and $2, 2 x
$1 sequence pair, 2 x $2 sequence pair and 2 x $5 sequence
pair, includes history of the notes with information about
when they were issued and used in Australia. Uncirculated.
(8 and 4 frames)
$150

4587
Fifty dollars, Fraser/Evans (1994) uncut blocks of four, A, B,
C, D 000485, 000492, 000493, 000494 black serials (McD
$50 U5) Melbourne Coin Fair issues, in folders 0485, 0492,
0493, 0494. Uncirculated. (4)
$1,300

4588
Fifty dollars, Fraser/Evans (1994) uncut blocks of four, A, B,
C, D 000026, 000027, 000216, 000225, 000246, red serials
(McD $50 U4) Melbourne Coin Fair issues, in folders 0026,
0027, 0216, 0225, 0246. Uncirculated. (5)
$1,700
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